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after some lessons in buddhism (i.e. meditation and break
time) and the rite of passage, xuanzang sets out to face the
ultimate demon: a giant, sharp-toothed fish demon that he
must defeat. with the help of the two yin energy disciples:
duan and the monkey king, he is ultimately successful, and
in the process of victory some weird stuff happens: dwarves,
a volcano, the number 13… you know what this is all about.
the film veers off into pop psychology and otherworldly
theories at times as it deals with the spiritual nature of the
"monkey", but the show is more about a dramatic tale as
the monk seeks enlightenment for his son liu xiangong.
xuanzang ultimately defeats the demon, learns how to be
human, and gets an eternal wish that will never end well. he
even does a little buddha man like cha-cha. even though the
film is mainly about xuanzangs spiritual journey, its not
entirely sentimental. the best part happens when he lets go
of his spiritual makeover and just becomes human again,
and a woman he just met in a flash of beauty and strength,
despite all his self-sacrifice and spiritual training. he meets a
true woman and gets to sleep with her. feel sorry for him?
the film had its detractors from critics (especially in the
west) but the logic and creativity displayed in the animation
design really made it all worth it. wen, shu and huang are all
great, but i also really dig duan and the monkey king, whose
sesame street-esque set of abilities has me feeling a little
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joe lansdown-like. i love the asian side of the film; i love the
3d, which is the only real technical achievement of the film;
and i love the story that has (in the films main plot) a bunch
of great hand drawn chinese opera-esque stage
performances. i would absolutely love to see the director
make a mainstream commercial film with the same kind of
animation direction and storytelling as this film. as a chinese
drama its fantastic and i can see why (as with ghostbusters)
this will be the first of many, even though this film (unlike
ghostbusters) doesn't go full hollywood on it.
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the beautiful visuals, strong choreography, and well-acted
cast make the film a great entertaining action comedy that
is essential viewing for fans of chan. surrounded by clutter,

this film is a refreshing alternative to the only other epic film
he has released this year (and the only other epic he has
made in the past few years) the mermaid. conquering the
demons is a very different story, one that should be looked

at more as the continuation of chows intentions as an action
director, and perhaps an evolutionary step forward in terms
of telling a completely different kind of story. the camera is

positioned in a boxing ring, looking up at the pair of fighters,
who seem to be gloating over their chances of victory. a
small crowd of people surrounds the fighters, almost as if
they are supporting and applauding the fighters. but they

are not cheering, the crowd seems to have much to say, but
it is not saying it loudly enough to be heard. the camera is a

bit restless and is shifting as though it is expecting some
action. it looks around at the crowd, and tries to get a better

view of one particular person who is making out with
another person. the fighters are both wearing boxing gloves,

and they are ready to rumble! as the camera moves in on
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them, you can see that the fighters are not wearing helmets,
and there is only a thin layer of padding on the head. "axe
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